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AAR: Ken Hackathorn 2-Day Advanced Handgun, 24-25 June 2013 in Castro Valley, CA

Ken Hackathorn’s contributions to all facets of practical shooting cannot be overstated; his decades long history serving in LE,
helping found modern competitive shooting sports (IPSC/IDPA/3-gun), as well as his influence, guidance, and mentoring of
numerous influential individuals and organizations is virtually unparalleled. He is a true-to-life Yoda or Shifu of modern shooting.
This week he presented a two day class, billed as “Advanced Handgun” at the Chabot Gun Range in the hills behind Oakland,
CA. 15 students from a wide variety of backgrounds including civilian self-defense, competition, LE, and military were present.
At the beginning of the first day, Ken outlined his thoughts on defensive shooting in contrast to competition shooting. He feels it
is important to recognize the limits of competitive shooting and be cognizant of training scars that competition tactics can bring
to real world shooting events; for example, it might not be prudent to FISH or clear a structure of a potential violent opponent
using the same techniques which would be applicable for running a USPSA or IDPA stage. Ken has spent significant time
studying the results of shooting incidents—video, AAR, and direct interviews with participants. For most real world applications
of handguns in lethal force encounters, he felt the following was most likely and that effective training should reflect these
factors:
-- 92% of encounters at 10 meters or less
-- 85-87% in low light conditions
-- Number of rounds fired ranged from 2-3 in a shooting (one individual firing) to nearly always fully emptying the magazine in
gunfights (multiple individuals shooting)
-- Typically 1-3 attackers
-- Opponents are frequently moving and do not remain static
-- Many times individuals responding to unanticipated violence shoot with strong hand only.
As a result, he recommends that 70-80% of practice be done at 10 meters and in, with lots of shooting on the move, and an
emphasis on boosting strong hand only skills. Inside 10 meters, shoot and move; at longer distances do as Paul Howe
recommends and move quickly to the next position of cover and then shoot. Don’t leave a point of cover until you identify the
next one. In order to improve, it is necessary to practice in a way that stretches a shooter's comfort zone—a shot timer and
scored targets are mandatory. Practicing 200-300 rounds a week would be quite useful for most shooters looking to improve.
Interestingly, Ken is not a huge proponent of dry firing; this is in sharp contrast to top shooters like Robert Vogel, Ben Stoeger,
and others of that caliber.
Ken introduced the class to a simplified version of COL Boyd’s OODA loop—Vision, Decision, Action when addressing potential
lethal force encounters. He recommended reading Jim Cirillo and Frank White; he also mentioned Frank Repass. What wins
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gunfights is not how fast someone can shoot, but rather how rapidly someone can make accurate hits to critical anatomic zones.
The shooter must do what it takes to get accurate hits. Note that Ken emphasizes keeping the trigger finger indexed in the
ejection port when not on target and demands strict muzzle awareness at all times, as these are the keys to safety in Ken’s
experience, whether on a square range or in the 360/3D environment of the real world.
This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image. The original image is sized 800x662.

Ken recommends a quality full size 9 mm pistol for most users—it is easier to shoot, generally less expensive, and does not beat
up the joints as much. He recommends a trigger that is not too light or too heavy. Ken feels that handgun trigger pull weight
should ideally be no more than two times the weight of the pistol, otherwise control suffers. He is not a fan of three dot sights,
but strongly prefers a bright front sight. He feels pistol mounted RDS is the wave of the future, but durability is not quite there
yet and they require more training to be used effectively; Ken feels most service pistols will be equipped with RDS in the next
10-15 years. Pistol grips need to be textured using grip tape, stippling/checkering, or a texture like Glock RTF2, which Ken
prefers to the RTF3 used on the 4th gen Glocks. Mags are a wear item and must be replaced periodically and in adequate
quantity—minimum of 3, 6 better, 10-12 ideal. He recommended downloading Glock mags by 1 rd; Wilson Elite .45 Auto mags
are good for 1911’s. He sees far too many dry guns; lube them--even polymer handguns like the Glock and M&P!!! Ken uses
Mobile 1.
Ken’s current favorite training pistol is a 9 mm 1911. For this class Ken used an older gen 3 G17, with Ameriglo Hack tritium
sights, GFA, grip tape, and several Vickers parts including mag release, slide release, along with base plates. Ken discussed the
numerous problems he has seen with gen 4 and recent gen 3 Glocks. He stated the RTF2 9 mm Glocks are his favorites. He also
mentioned issues with Cohen era Sig’s and his dislike of XD’s. He feels P30’s are good pistols, but is not thrilled about HK’s
inconsistent parts availability and support. He seemed relatively neutral on M&P’s. Ken demonstrated that he can auto-forward
almost any pistol, including Glocks, based on how the magazine is inserted—this is a shooter technique issue, not a handgun
problem.
Ken is not too concerned about the lower body position when shooting, although ideally he recommends a boxing/fighting
stance with the weight on the balls of the feet. The upper body is more important: he uses typical isosceles position, and
discusses the critical need to lock the strong hand wrist and aggressively grip pistol with both hands nearly as hard as possible
without causing tremors. He uses the common thumbs forward grip.
This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image. The original image is sized 686x800.
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As Ken clearly outlined at the beginning of the first day, the class started in a slow, methodical fashion, with a variety of simple
low round count drills from 10 yards into the center A-zone of an IDPA target (8 inch circle), as well as some dry fire and
partner drills. The goal of these was to assess shooter skill and develop an awareness of trigger press. Bill drills were performed
next with a 5 sec time requirement, with each miss to the C-zone adding 1 sec to the shooter’s raw time.
Ken began to introduce shooting while moving and multiple targets. Simple fore, aft, and lateral movements, compass drill, El
Prez (with mandatory slide lock reload) static and on the move, and the 1-5 drill static and on the move were all shot. Many of
these drills use a 20 sec maximum time with a 1 sec penalty for each shot out of the A-zone. Ken mentioned that a typical safe
shooter should score under 20 sec, intermediate shooters under 15 sec, and more capable shooters under 10 sec. The first day
ended with students being asked to fire 4 shots to the body A-zone and 2 to the head A-zone from concealment in under 6 sec,
again with 1 sec penalty for each miss, much like Todd Green’s FAST test which Ken also recommended: http://pistoltraining.com/fastest. He recommends getting the pistol up in front of the face when reloading and emphasizes slide lock reloads
over the less critical tactical magazine change. He releases the slide release using his weak hand thumb.
This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image. The original image is sized 800x600.
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Many of these drills have been discussed in detail, in other AAR’s: (http://www.m4carbine.net/showthread.php?t=115734)
A discussion of low light shooting rounded out the day. Ken recommends the use of a WML, but only in conjunction with a
handle held light for utility tasks and searching. Ken likes ammo with flash retarded powder; he highlighted Remington and
Corbon as being particularly bright and not well suited to night use.
Unfortunately, this class once again accentuated the deficits associated with training conducted at Chabot, as due to range
restrictions, night shooting was not allowed; given the prevalence of defensive encounters in low light, Ken felt this significantly
limited the curriculum he typically prefers to present.
On the first day, I fired a modest 223 rounds.
Day two started with a discussion that even gross sighting errors at distances under 10 meters will still allow hits, as long as the
trigger is manipulated straight back. Trigger manipulation is FAR more important than sight alignment, as trigger errors are
what cause most misses. Shooters had the opportunity to explore the limits of POA/POI with various purposely induced sight
misalignments.
Next Ken borrowed Kyle Defoor’s pistol test #1 which he highly recommended: https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=sJtczDAUul0
A variety of drills shooting strong hand only from 5-20 yds were shot next. Ken discussed how he started every practice session
using the 1-2-3 drill, primarily strong hand only, from 5-20 yds. Ken discussed one hand shooting recoil mitigation techniques
and mentioned he does not recommend canting the pistol when shooting with one hand. This was followed by several shooting
on the move drills from 3-25 yds, including the Scott Warren lateral barrel drill (here shot by Todd Green:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlJdC9_VkEs), along with the fore and aft serpentine version of the drill.
“The Test” was next; 10 shots in 10 sec at 10 yds into an NRA B8 repair center from the ready (Note that Ken acknowledges
that the all the common ready positions--high, low, and SUL are useful, depending on circumstances)—passing score is 90 or
above. Ken and 3 students shot a 99. This was followed by the “Half Test”: 10 shots in 5 sec at 5 yds into an NRA B8 from the
holster—passing score is again 90.
Some weak hand only drills were performed, starting with the pistol on the ground, to simulate it being dropped after an acute
injury has rendered the strong hand inoperable.
Prior to the class working a variety of barrier drills, Ken demonstrated how he is now a believer of switching hands and eyes
when shooting around barriers from the off-side to reduce the amount of the body that potentially gets exposed to hostile fire.
This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image. The original image is sized 795x744.
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Next, Ken had us place tape over our sights, so they could not be used, in order to vividly demonstrate how a natural index with
the pistol would allow hits out to 10 meters or so, even if the sights were not available—as long the trigger was not snatched.
Several drill were conducted, both static and moving, on paper and steel, to demonstrate this. The drills were then repeated
after removing the tape so sights could be used—many shooters realized their scores were about the same at close distances.
Ken’s formerly infamous snake drill was also safely shot. This was followed by multiple Bill drills done will moving in each
cardinal direction. Finally the day ended by shooting a simple, slow fire group for accuracy.
I expended 210 rounds on the second day of the class, for a grand total of only 433 rounds for the two day course. Being only
several weeks out of a broken right wrist, I was OK with the low round count... Firing Federal 147 gr ammo from magazines
with 10-8 baseplates, the stippled M&P9 w/ambi-safety, RMR02, Apex Duty Kit, KKM barrel, and Catalyst mag release I ran from
a Fricke Gideon Elite holster shot flawlessly for the entire course, despite light to moderate rain.
This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image. The original image is sized 800x671.
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Ken is a very effective, skilled, and capable instructor. Watching him teach was quite revealing, as I quickly recognized the
multitude of other instructors who have borrowed his techniques, drills, mannerisms, and syntax. It was nice to see Ken
positively mentioning and recommending fellow trainers like Paul Howe, Steve Fisher, Jon Canipe, Wayne Dobbs, Daryl Bolke,
and Pat McNamara.
I was glad to see that targets were taped after each drill to allow proper evaluation of shot placement; however, I would have
liked to see more target replacement, not just taping.
While billed as an “Advanced” level handgun course, it was in fact more of an intermediate level class, as the skills, times, and
standards seemed less stringent than those applicable for truly advanced or master level shooters. Don’t let the title fool you,
this class would be useful for almost any typical LE, military, CCW, or civilian self-defense shooter interesting in improving their
pistol skills.
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I definitely enjoyed your report!
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Ken is a very effective, skilled, and capable instructor. Watching him teach was quite revealing, as I quickly recognized
the multitude of other instructors who have borrowed his techniques, drills, mannerisms, and syntax. It was nice to see
Ken positively mentioning and recommending fellow trainers like Paul Howe, Steve Fisher, Jon Canipe, Wayne Dobbs,
Daryl Bolke, and Pat McNamara.
I found it interesting that LAV's name wasn't mentioned during the class, or did you just simply left it out? I have been to three
of Master Ken's class in the past, every time, Ken would highly recommend LAV. Of course this is not to take away from the
names you mentioned above, I recently attended Mac's TAPS for the second time, MAC is one amazing instructor.
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Good write up.
__________________
Kevin S. Boland
Director of Military Operations
Knight's Armament Company
701 Columbia Blvd.
Titusville, Fl 32780
1(321)607-9956
kboland@knightarmco.com
www.knightarmco.com
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I also attended Ken's class at Chabot on June 24/25th and found it was definetely a worthwhile investment of my time and
money.
I won't go into a lot of the details as they have been pretty much covered in DocGKR's AAR but instead give some of my own
impressions and insights of the class.
My background is not in Mil or LE, I am a civilian shooter/gunowner looking to increase my proficency with my HD/SD firearms.
Ken was one of the instructors on my "must attend" list so when I learned he was teaching a class in my area I was quick to
sign up.
In Ken's own words he was bringing his "pot luck buffet" for us to pick and choose which elements of the training he was
presenting to retain or discard based on our own personal preferences. His was not the "way" but a way or ways to achieve the
skills we needed to survive a gunfight.
Ken like LAV is a proponent of accuracy. Speed is fine but a fast miss is still a miss. Ken's measure of acceptable accuracy is
being able to cover all your hits in the vitals with your open hand. Of course smaller/tighter groups are always better. His
premise on the above is that if you can meet this standard on the range without stress it will generally mean you will still make
the required hits under stress in a real life stiuation if called upon. To acheive this Ken believes that trigger control is the most
important fundamental a shooter must master which he ablely demonstrated in class.
Ken is font of firearms related knowledge and it was interesting to hear him speak. He is a humorous and engaging speaker,
very affable and approachable. While Ken can be credited for originating a lot of the drills and standards shooters consider
commonplace today, he also made sure to give proper credit when it was due. Some of the other trainers Ken made mention of
were names a lot of us would recognize like LAV, Pat McNamara, Paul Howe, Todd Green, Kyle Defoor to name a few. A previous
poster asked why LAV's name wasn't mentioned in the OP's AAR to which I have no answer as Ken related a number of stories
and recommendations of LAV as both his friend and fellow instructor. My own personal observation on having previously taken a
class with LAV and now Ken is there is a synergy in their teaching styles, one almost compliments the other.
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Due to the crappy range rules we missed out on Ken's lowlight portion of the course but he did take time out near the end of
TD1 to go over his approach to it. Even without actually getting to shoot at night, it was a positive reinforcement of what I
learned from an LAV course earlier this year. One big take away was carefully choosing your SD ammo as more than likely you'll
be shooting in a no light/low light situation and some brands of ammo out there create a large flash signiture. One specifically
mentioned was current runs of Remington's Golden Saber HP's as producing a large flash sig. Ken himself is partial to
Winchester's Ranger and Federal's HST lines of SD ammo.
Even though Ken was the only instructor/RO for the course he took time to help each shooter as needed with individual
attention and diagnostics. Given that everyone was fairly squared away, the class flowed smoothly and we covered a lot of
material. Except for the lack of being able to do the low light shooting, I dont beleive Ken was required to omit any elements he
wanted to teach otherwise.
All in all it was a great class, one I would certainly take again if the opportunity presented itself. One minor disagreement I have
with the OP's AAR is terming this an intermediate level course. I feel we covered some material that was fairly advanced and
would not be included in some of the intermediate courses I have taken previously. For the majority of shooters out there this
class is billed for, you won't find some of the skills Ken imparted being taught in general.
If Ken is coming to your area or within a reasonable distance, you owe it yourself to take this class. As he mentioned he's really
beginning to wind down his teaching schedule so if you want to learn from a true master of the gunfighting arts jump on it while
you can.
Thanks again to Ken for coming out to Commifornia and enlightening us behind the Rainbow Wall. Also a big thanks to Steve for
hosting this class and Alias for making it possible.
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Thanks for the in depth AAR. Looks like I'm due to take it again with my last encounter with the course was in 2010.
__________________
Boombot Media, LLC.
www.boombotmedia.com
www.facebook.com/boombotmedia
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Given the long public association between Ken and Larry going back decades, it seemed self-evident and not needing
explanation--kind of like saying the sky is blue, water is wet, and John Browning created the 1911. In the class, Ken certainly
discussed Larry's skill as a trainer, his military service to our Nation, his expertise as a pistol-smith, his unparalleled knowledge
of small arms, his contributions to several weapon systems and improved small parts--like the Vickers parts on Ken's pistol that
are mentioned in the AAR. Their extensive relationship and mutual respect appear as obvious as the sun rising in the east and
setting in the west, so it didn't seem to warrant further enumeration in the AAR.
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Doc, thank you for the clarification.
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I also remembered that Ken stated the pistol red dot will rule the upper crest pistol market and definitely a game changer with
proper development in another few more years. It is just not ready for prime time yet.
Has this directive been changed? And has the recent RMR up the ante in quality or better build to deal with the high g-force of
the pistol cycle action? I had a RMR, the brightness adjustable modrl fail on my Glock 34 in the past year and this replacement
is starting to act up. I was told that's one of the reason some tier one unit requested Gieselle to engineer the Glock optic mount.
One is to keep the dot off the slide to mitigate the g-force and also to help keep the dot on target better.
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We recently completed a 3 year evaluation of RDS equipped pistols in LE use.
The best option is for the RDS to be frame mounted or otherwise non-reciprocating, since the dot remains stationary while the
slide is cycling, precluding the need to track the dot/sight. Unfortunately to date, such non-reciprocating options are rather
large, bulky, and do not fit into typical duty holster designs. Eventually I suspect we will see handguns built around the
optic--but this will require innovative design and engineering.
Conversely, mounting an RDS on the slide is a much simpler option. In addition there are several duty and CCW holsters which
work with slide mounted RDS. The downside of a slide mounted optic is the need to track the red dot as the slide cycles from
shot to shot and the very high forces placed on the optic as the slide violently reciprocates.
Several RDS were tried, including the Trijicon RMR, micro-Aimpoint, as well as Dr Optic, ITI mRDS, and Leupold Deltapoint.
After evaluating the available mini-RDS options, the Trijicon RMR was selected as the primary optic for testing. In early 2010,
six RMR02 8MOA sights with 4 digit SN’s were installed on the milled slides of four Glocks and 2 M&P’s. These six original
RMR02’s now have in excess of 12,000 rounds fired through each one with no RDS failures. Battery life has ranged from 33 mo
to 39+ mo of continuous use. Unfortunately this exact model RMR is no longer manufactured.
In early 2011, eighteen adjustable intensity RMR-A’s (RMR06 & RMR07) with 5 digit SN's were were added to the testing.
Several of these later RMR’s had trouble holding windage--typically moving 8-10 clicks clockwise over a few hundred rounds of
shooting. Unlike the original RMR02’s, NONE of the later RMR’s lasted beyond 5000 rounds and quite a few failed under 2000
rounds. Trijicon immediately repaired each failed optic. Trijicon is clearly aware of the issue, is in the process of identifying
failure points, and is instituting engineering changes to increase robustness and durability of the RMR’s.
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An AAR on an AAR ...

Appreciate the thorough approach here, Doc. I know that opinions certainly differ on "how much of a good thing is too much"
when it comes to discussing an instructor's stock-in-trade, though to my mind it is Mr. Hackathorn's approach -- and not his
syllabus -- that makes any class with him a true game-changer. You could copy his playbook and thoroughly break down every
drill, but these would afford none of the insights or perspectives that come from the proactive coaching and sure-handed
mentoring for which the man is so universally-admired and respected. I've probably learned as much from listening to Ken on a
reloading break than I have from anything that I was told while facing down a target stand. Getting this kind of background
exposure from someone with four-plus decades of experience is absolutely priceless.
It is worth noting that the best instructors will respond on-the-fly to the performance level of the students on the line, so the
instruction one class receives might differ in material ways from what another can handle. The drills performed and overall the
pace of the training will -- and must necessarily -- be reflective of the needs of those who actually show up for training. We
would rightly think poorly of any instructor who ignored these variables. For this reason, I am probably less concerned than
most about divulging trade secrets and the like, as my sense is that Ken has more tools in his toolbox than we could ever hope
to handle, and every class experience is going to differ from one to the next, no matter how consistently the core program is
applied.
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I've no wish to give offense here, but I do find it rather cocksure to opine that the level of instruction provided was not
consistent with your expectations. The training that you described was well within the definition of what most would recognize
as graduate level work, and as stated, the difference between one level of instruction and another is often class-dependent, as
an instructor can only apply the standards that the shooters on the line can safely meet. If you had no difficulty shooting to a
particular accuracy standard or time requirement, that speaks well of your skill set, but it also smacks mildly of a certain
smugness when I'm sure that others had their hands full. It also comes off more as a peer review than a student AAR, and I
don't know a man among us who is truly a peer to Ken.
I was also left to wonder somewhat at what was intended by highlighting the round count (high/low, etc.). Having taken classes
at both ends of the extreme, I've generally found that I learn at a pretty consistent level from both. Higher round counts afford
more repetition, and aid in building muscle memory. Lower round counts demand more focus and concentration, as they usually
result from doing more complex drills such as those involving extreme accuracy, malfunction reduction or movement. Again,
while tossing in the caveat that a class will generally move as fast as an instructor feels he can push it, at the present time I
would consider it a good trade to take a bit more instruction at the expense of firing a few extra boxes of ammo; particularly
because most of us are unsponsored, and still dealing with significant pricing and availability issues. I suppose you could call
this one either way, but I just wasn't sure what point you were driving at with this.
So, aside from a few friction points, I'd call this a worthwhile overview for anyone considering one of these classes. While it is
limited to affording a largely static view of a pretty dynamic training environment, it nevertheless gives a potential student a
decent idea what to expect if/when he has the good fortune of finding one of Ken's classes headed to his area. In my book,
these remain "must attend" events, and the window of opportunity is slowly, but surely, closing.
AC
__________________
Live free or die: Death is not the worst of evils. (Major General John Stark, c. 1809)
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The largest local Metro PD's firearms division whom are huge fan of LAV and Hackathorn, spoke to both in great length in
regards to this matter and they did some testing of their own to fact check their research.
They determined the RDS on a reciprocating slide will never work reliably in their opinion or at least with the current RDS
technology, also they found the RDS on a pistol does not produce a more advantageous performance gain vs. the iron sight out
to 25 yards. With the RDS, it is more target focus than the more traditional front sight focus, the RDS window at about 1" wide
and 3/4" height does not offer a more advantage in asymmetric shooting positions neither.
They did test both the RMR and the MRDS, but end up approving both unit for shotgun deployment only.
On the other hand, our resident Mod, Militarymoron has a G17 with the RMR mounted and he has had great success in the past
year. the skill set required to perfect the RDS pistol took some time, but as the month progress, he became more and more
efficient with it, up until now, he is probably one of our best pistol shot within our group. Just last week he scored a 486 on the
TMAC modified 500 Aggregate at 25 yrds.
So rather the RDS on a pistol is a winner or not is still remains to be seen, like Master Ken said in our class last year.....in a few
more years when the technology catches up....and that is about the time my old eye sight will fade into the sun set....
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Originally Posted by SMGLee
The largest local Metro PD's firearms division whom are huge fan of LAV and Hackathorn, spoke to both in great length
in regards to this matter and they did some testing of their own to fact check their research.
They determined the RDS on a reciprocating slide will never work reliably in their opinion or at least with the current
RDS technology, also they found the RDS on a pistol does not produce a more advantageous performance gain vs. the
iron sight out to 25 yards. With the RDS, it is more target focus than the more traditional front sight focus, the RDS
window at about 1" wide and 3/4" height does not offer a more advantage in asymmetric shooting positions neither.
They did test both the RMR and the MRDS, but end up approving both unit for shotgun deployment only.
On the other hand, our resident Mod, Militarymoron has a G17 with the RMR mounted and he has had great success in
the past year. the skill set required to perfect the RDS pistol took some time, but as the month progress, he became
more and more efficient with it, up until now, he is probably one of our best pistol shot within our group. Just last week
he scored a 486 on the TMAC modified 500 Aggregate at 25 yrds.
So rather the RDS on a pistol is a winner or not is still remains to be seen, like Master Ken said in our class last
year.....in a few more years when the technology catches up....and that is about the time my old eye sight will fade into
the sun set....
I have had great success with my dual illuminated RMR. This RMR is bomb proof (like an ACOG). The down side to it is that it
can wash out in certain light conditions. I cover this base with CT lasergrips.
IMHO, the RDS comes into its own in these catagories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Moving and shooting
Shooting at a moving target
If you have eyesight issues
Needing/wanting to shoot small groups from 20yds-100yds

C4
__________________

www.GRTactical.com
Sales@GRTactical.com

Last edited by C4IGrant; Today at 13:35

Today, 14:01

DocGKR Online
Industry Professional

#13
Join Date: Jul 2006
Location: Palo Alto, CA
Posts: 3,384
iTrader: (0)

SMGLee: I speak with Firearms and Tactics Sections of several large southern CA metropolitan LE agencies several times a
month and am quite versed on their findings—in fact, we often exchange RDT&E data.
C4IGrant is absolutely correct regarding RDS. Our testing concluded the following:
Quote:

‐-For those with vision issues, an RDS equipped handgun can be the answer.
--For certain specific operational requirements and mission sets, a handgun mounted RDS is an excellent tool,
particularly for long range engagements and when using NV.
--The ability to remain fully focused on the threat and not have to transition back to the front sight prior to shooting is a
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key advantage of a pistol with RDS for LE use.
--Slide mounted, reciprocating RDS are harder to shoot and less durable than stationary, frame mounted optics.
If you don't need an RDS, you don't have to use one; on the other hand, those who do use them, find them quite
helpful in many respects.
Army Chief:
I thought the first paragraph of the AAR made it abundantly clear that I think Ken is one of the finest and most experienced
instructors in the world. I apologize if that did not come across. What changes to my syntax would you suggest to make that
even more evident?
Good training is about expending the right amount of rounds to get the mission accomplished. Whether high or low is irrelevant
if the tasks are effectively ingrained into the students. Ken certainly accomplishes this. Every AAR I have ever written has
included a round count for each day, so prospective students know how much ammo to budget for—especially important in this
time of scarce and expensive ammunition. I thought it was quite astute and sensitive of Ken to adjust the round count to the
current ammo availability levels and thought it important for prospective students to know they wouldn’t have to expend insane
amounts of ammunition to get the benefits of Ken’s outstanding instruction. I certainly appreciated this courtesy; doubly so
since as I noted, Ken’s class was my first week back shooting after suffering a fractured strong side wrist—I was not looking
forward to a high round count. Don’t you feel it is important to provide round count information in an AAR so students know
what to expect? Below are examples of previous AAR’s I have written, note that all discuss round counts:
Vogel: http://www.m4carbine.net/showthread.php?t=128143
Falla: http://www.m4carbine.net/showthread.php?t=92683
Defoor: http://www.m4carbine.net/showthread.php?t=88982
McNamara: http://www.calguns.net/calgunforum/s...d.php?t=453518 (unfortunately the AAR I posted at M4C for this class has
disappeared)
Ken and I spoke quite a bit during the class and for 20 minutes or so after the class concluded, as he knew I was going to be
writing an AAR. One of the topics we discussed was the level of difficulty of the class. Ken himself specifically mentioned
the class standards were more of an intermediate level. That is why I carefully wrote:
Quote:

”Don’t let the title fool you, this class would be useful for almost any typical LE, military, CCW, or civilian self-defense
shooter interesting in improving their pistol skills.”
I thought it very important for folks to know they didn’t have to be master class shooters running sub-5 sec El
Prez’s to avail themselves of Ken’s fantastic training. Am I missing something here???
I posted this AAR at two other spots in addition to M4C; it is very interesting how the different readers have responded to it:
http://www.lightfighter.net/topic/aa...stro-valley-ca
http://pistol-forum.com/showthread.p...stro-Valley-CA
I am a bit perplexed at some of the discussion of the AAR here at M4C—especially so since Ken and I discussed this
AAR when I called and specifically spoke with him about it this past Monday morning, 01 July. You would think that
if he had a problem with it, he would have told me directly at that time. Hmmm--Maybe someone else has an
agenda at work here...

Today, 14:45

#14

Army Chief Online
SENIOR STAFF / ADMIN

Join Date: Aug 2006
Location: Fort Bragg
Posts: 2,994
iTrader: (9)

AAR: Ken Hackathorn 2-Day Advanced Handgun, 24-25 June 2013 in Castro Valley, CA

Doc,
Can't speak to agendas or motives, and despite my affiliations here and elsewhere, I'm not necessarily on the inside track of the
training and instructor circuit. I know that some of your remarks left room for interpretation, and in certain quarters questions
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were raised as to intent or purpose; that said, I've no interest in inserting myself into matters which do not otherwise involve
me. I do have an admitted interest in making sure that Ken is given the benefit of every possible doubt. Some of that seemed
to get lost in translation, based upon the early feedback that I received.
My intent within the thread was simply to offer a very matter-of-fact/face-value impression of what I gleaned from the AAR -most of which struck me as useful, well-ordered and on-point. Where there was potential for misunderstanding, or something
came off a bit sideways, I honestly reported my observations, just to make sure I was tracking correctly on your intended
message (class level, round count, etc.). Nothing more, nothing less.
If there are lingering undercurrents of delight or derision, they remain largely hidden from my view, as no one is lighting up my
phone lines to share their ruminations. My sense was that some of these AAR comments may have been perceived as a slight
(whether deliberate or competely unintended); if so, I just wanted to see that cleaned-up quick, fast and in a hurry.
Easy day.
AC
__________________
Live free or die: Death is not the worst of evils. (Major General John Stark, c. 1809)

Today, 15:51

#15

Larry Vickers Online
Subject Matter Expert

Join Date: Mar 2007
Posts: 1,023
iTrader: (0)

I appreciate the in depth AAR - I can however confirm that Ken is not pleased with it and feels an agenda was present including filming him after he specifically asked all students to not do so - my advice would be to clear things up with Ken,
whom I know far better than anyone on this forum or any other, and make the corrections he asks for
Although the AAR taken as a whole was not bad, key points were definately out of place ( such as the emphasis on the low
round count from someone who has never taught an open enrollment class in pistol shooting in their life ) as well as a direct link
to a different forum and a different instructor
All of this is disrespectful and tarnishes the AAR as a whole
Quick action can/could remedy the situation
We shall see....
__________________
VickersTactical.com

Today, 16:08

DocGKR Online
Industry Professional

#16
Join Date: Jul 2006
Location: Palo Alto, CA
Posts: 3,384
iTrader: (0)

Ken specifically stated it was OK to video, as long as they were not put up on You-Tube or other hosting services. Multiple
people videoed. While I cannot speak for other participants, certainly nothing which I filmed has been made public, as directed.
I will be happy to speak with Ken again, but he had no objections about this AAR when I directly spoke to him Monday morning
this week, nor has he called or emailed me with any suggested changes since then. If Ken wants me to change something or
has any objections, he certainly knows how to get a hold of me.
Please take a look at the AAR again--there are NO links to any other forums. There is one link to a previous AAR here at M4C.
Likewise there are two links to You Tube showing instructors Ken mentioned in the class running drills--I would have used video
from the class to illustrate, but Ken asked us NOT to post video of this class, as noted above.
Likewise, the lower round count was a GOOD thing, as noted in the comments above.
How is any of this possibly disrespectful?
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Today, 18:08

#17
Join Date: Mar 2007
Posts: 1,023
iTrader: (0)

Larry Vickers Online
Subject Matter Expert

Roger Gary - spin it however you want; I know exactly what your motivation is/was and I have your number
Consider yourself warned
LAV out
__________________
VickersTactical.com

Today, 18:24

#18

DocGKR Online
Industry Professional

Join Date: Jul 2006
Location: Palo Alto, CA
Posts: 3,384
iTrader: (0)

Et tu, Larry?
Fact is not spin; truth is light and an absolute defense.
Fortunately there were 14 independent witnesses to the events in question...

Today, 18:25

#19

SMGLee Online
Moderator

Join Date: Jun 2006
Location: So Cal
Posts: 743
iTrader: (1)

Grant,
The first RMR with adjustable brightness shit the bed, and the replacement is about to from the looks of it during our last
shooting group gathering. Bombproof can only be apply to the non-adjustable version as far as I am concern.
I can't argue with the first two points, but out of a holster, the speed advantage of the RMR isn't apparent.
as far as the findings on my end, the largest metro LE angecy in my area do not require their patrol officer to shoot out to 100
yards with their pistol, that is what the carbines are for. but YES, you are right about longer distance advantage where
Militarymoron consistently are the finalist in walk back drills on reduced IPSC steel target.
Doc,
I understand your position on the RDS, I understand you may be trading data with people in the So Cal area, since So Cal is
such a large area there are plenty of large agencies but the one I spoke with are just happens to be the largest, by far, they are
not always right. but if you take this from a patrol point of view. the Red dot is expensive and the added advantage for a patrol
officer isn't greater then the cost of the equipment and whole sale change to the shooting discipline plus spotty reliability issues.

Today, 18:33

DocGKR Online
Industry Professional

#20
Join Date: Jul 2006
Location: Palo Alto, CA
Posts: 3,384
iTrader: (0)

Concur, hence why the final words of the study state: "If you don't need an RDS, you don't have to use one; on the other
hand, those who do use them, find them quite helpful in many respects."
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Join Date: Mar 2008
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d90king Online
Site Sponsor

Sounds like Ken has changed a lot since I last trained with him. Matter of fact there are several things in your AAR that run
counter to instruction that I have received with him in the past.
Either Ken has changed a lot in his classes or maybe you simply misunderstood some of his thoughts. Did you have a lot of LEO
in the class which slowed it down, resulting in the lower round count? That is usually the case with poorly trained LEO who think
they know far more than they actually do. Ego is usually their biggest enemy, followed by their sub par shooting. Maybe he
needed to dumb down the class because the students weren't dialed in, I dunno. His listed par times are certainly very generous
and seem higher than I remember, but I would have to dig out logs to compare and I don't care enough to do so.
The RDS part surprises me, I don't think I know a single shooter who has north of 10k round with them, who hasnt had multiple
issues with them. They still have a long way to go in my opinion and I would never trust one on a pistol for SD. It's a fun toy at
the range and is great SOTM and shooting movers, but that doesn't mitigate that they are simply not durable enough to trust on
a pistol. I wish they were as my eyes continue to fail me. I know they are the latest craze and sales booster but seeing them not
work is enough to keep me away.
I don't think I have ever read an AAR with so much name dropping of other instructors.
I would agree with his recommendation about Jon C. Excellent instructor and really a great guy that genuinely cares about
making his students better shooters and making sure they understand the why behind how things should be done. I find it hard
to believe that he wouldn't recommend LAV, yet recommended damn near the rest of the training industry, but I can only take
your word on that. I was surprised to see one name recommended as he was always ridiculed regularly in the past... Times
change or maybe peoples circle of friends change.
Your post have definitely changed over the years, to the point of being noticeable. Almost shill like.
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Never mind... Not my place or my battle to fight. Please disregard.
Last edited by d90king; Today at 19:23

Today, 19:09

#22

DocGKR Online
Industry Professional

Join Date: Jul 2006
Location: Palo Alto, CA
Posts: 3,385
iTrader: (0)

d90king: Interesting you would question my comments when there is an independent AAR from an earlier course
(http://www.m4carbine.net/showthread.php?t=115734) as well as a separate AAR from an individual I do not know from this
same course (see post #5 above by CA Shooter) that clearly are in concordance with what I wrote in the AAR. In addition, I
clearly explained Ken's comments about LAV in post #7 of this thread. Reading comprehension is key...

Today, 19:30

#23

C4IGrant Online
Dealer

Join Date: May 2006
Location: VA/OH
Posts: 24,010
iTrader: (27)

Quote:

Originally Posted by SMGLee
Grant,
The first RMR with adjustable brightness shit the bed, and the replacement is about to from the looks of it during our
last shooting group gathering. Bombproof can only be apply to the non-adjustable version as far as I am concern.
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I can't argue with the first two points, but out of a holster, the speed advantage of the RMR isn't apparent.
as far as the findings on my end, the largest metro LE angecy in my area do not require their patrol officer to shoot out
to 100 yards with their pistol, that is what the carbines are for. but YES, you are right about longer distance advantage
where Militarymoron consistently are the finalist in walk back drills.
The battery powered RMR's are hit and miss in my experience. I do know that Trijicon continues to improve them and I think
they will eventually be there. The dual powered ones (read no battery) are the only I would put money down on as
"bombproof."
Agree on the speed out of the holster (especially at close distance). I am slower with it VS irons.

C4
__________________

www.GRTactical.com
Sales@GRTactical.com

Last edited by C4IGrant; Today at 19:30
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#24

VA_Dinger Online
SENIOR STAFF

Join Date: Jun 2006
Location: Virginia
Posts: 4,912
iTrader: (3)

FYI: This AAR is going to go bye-bye in one hour.
This forum section is a place of business. We are in the business of training civilians, LE, Mil, and security professionals.
It's unfair to all the other Alias instructors to keep this BS growing.
I've spoke to Ken myself, as have many others. There is no misunderstanding on how Ken feels about this or what was and was
not said. This is a smoke screen pure and simple. Rewriting history to fit one student's personal agenda is a travesty. I am
completely shocked by this whole thing.
Ken is without question an Icon of the industry, and the crown jewel of the Alias line-up. My apologies go out to him and the
other students in your class.
Now back to business.
__________________
Paul A. Hotaling
Alias Training & Security Services, LLC
Paul@aliastraining.com
757-985-9586
www.aliastraining.com
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#25
Join Date: May 2008
Location: UT
Posts: 1,419
iTrader: (4)

YVK Offline
Senior Member

Quote:

Originally Posted by VA_Dinger
FYI: This AAR is going to go bye-bye in one hour.
This forum section is a place of business. We are in the business of training civilians, LE, Mil, and security professionals.
You might find your business hurting if you started to delete simple descriptive reports of your classes. I can't and won't speak
for a whole learning community here, but I will offer this on my account: I have a reasonably respectful training resume, I have
always wanted to train with Ken Hackathorn, and DocGKR's report didn't diminish that drive, but this unneeded drama certainly
did.
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